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We are dedicated to developing cutting-edge solutions and new 

technologies for current and future generations of vehicles. As 

an expert development partner and approved OEM supplier, we 

take an all-embracing approach and focus on the vehicle system 

as a whole. Our particular strength is that we are one of the few 

automotive suppliers capable of developing and manufacturing 

technologically sophisticated components for all types of drive 

system – based on either combustion engines or electric solutions. 

Customized components from ElringKlinger for engine, transmis-

sion, exhaust gas system, underbody, chassis, and body are used 

by virtually all vehicle and engine manufacturers and countless 

automotive suppliers worldwide. Our product range includes gas-

kets, lightweight polymer components, shielding systems, battery 

and fuel cell technology, transmission control plates, exhaust gas 

purification systems, components made of high-performance 

plastics, tooling technology, and development services. Building 

on our innovative products, we set industry benchmarks and help 

to achieve environmentally compatible mobility. We also supply 

an extensive range of spare parts to the aftermarket sector in more 

than 140 countries. In addition, ElringKlinger boasts a successful 

track record in other branches of industry, e.g., with exhaust gas 

purification systems, PTFE products, and fuel cells. These efforts 

are supported by a dedicated workforce of more than 9,000 peo-

ple at 49 ElringKlinger Group locations around the globe.

www.elringklinger.com www.facebook.com/elringklinger
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06 Sustainability

Sustainability  
is about the capacity to endure.

ElringKlinger’s corporate culture brings together the ambition of long-term economic 

success with values centered around environmental protection and social responsibility. 

The principle of sustainability permeates all areas of our business. Our products con-

tribute directly to the reduction of harmful emissions. The sparing and responsible use 

of resources is a key requirement that applies throughout the Group. When it comes to 

the procurement of new machinery, for instance, every effort is made to select assets 

with the highest possible energy effi ciency ratings. Likewise, CO2 emissions are an 

important factor when purchasing company vehicles. Our social responsibility towards 

our employees has been fi rmly enshrined within our overall corporate policy. Among 

the key elements are a sense of appreciation, respect and a fair, motivating working 

environment. The ElringKlinger Group is committed to supporting the communities in 

which it operates around the globe. With this in mind, we contribute to social projects 

at various sites and help with fundraising campaigns. Additionally, our headquarter in 

Dettingen/Erms, among other locations, has a long-standing partnership with a work-

shop for people with disabilities.
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Experience mobility –  
       Drive the future. 

Original automotive equipment. 
Taking the lead through innovation.
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As a system partner to our customers operating in the automo-

tive industry, we have our sights firmly set on the challenges of 

the future: the reduction of fuel consumption, the lowering and 

elimination of emissions, the improvement of driver comfort, 

the introduction of alternative fuels and the development of 

new drive technologies. In pursuing these goals, we can draw 

on our exceptional abilities as an innovator, our unique knowl-

edge within the area of materials and our extensive know-how 

in the field of high-precision metalworking (stamping, emboss-

ing and forming) in combination with our expertise relating to 

various coating methods and plastics engineering. What is 

more, we develop and produce the majority of the tools and 

dies within our own company. ElringKlinger product solutions 

prove their worth day after day: superb quality, performance 

and functional reliability.



ElringKlinger expertise 
for cars and commercial vehicles.

› Transmission system

 ▪ Sealing systems: Metaloseal®, metal-elastomer, elastomer, Metaloprint®, 

 control plates in Metaloseal® and metal/soft material sandwich design

 ▪ Thermal and acoustic shielding systems: ElroTherm®, ElroCoustic®

 ▪ Lightweight plastic components, e. g. end-shield covers, oil pans

 ▪ Topseal™ deep-drawn and topographic housing components

 ▪ Plastic components (PTFE, PTFE compounds/composites, PEEK, Moldfl on®)

 ▪ Cylinder-head gaskets: Metalofl ex®, metal-elastomer

 ▪ Sealing systems: Metaloseal®, metal-elastomer, elastomer and Volumesoftseal™

 ▪ Thermal and acoustic shielding systems: ElroTherm®, ElroCoustic®

 ▪ Lightweight plastic components: e. g. cam cover modules, oil pans

 ▪ Topseal™ deep-drawn and topographic housing components

 ▪ Plastic components (PTFE, PTFE compounds/composites, PEEK, Moldfl on® )

 ▪ Development services

› Engine







› Exhaust gas system and underbody

 ▪ Sealing systems: Metaloseal®, Volumesoftseal™; metal ring seals like V-rings, 

 E-rings etc. and high-temperature super-alloy seals

 ▪ Thermal and acoustic shielding systems: ElroTherm®, ElroCoustic®

 ▪ Exhaust aftertreatment systems, diesel particulate fi lters

 ▪ Plastic components (PTFE, PTFE compounds/composites, PEEK, Moldfl on®)

› Vehicle body and chassis

 ▪ ElroCoustic® acoustic shielding systems, e. g. trunk covers, wheel arch liners 

 ▪ Components in PTFE, PTFE compounds, PEEK or Moldfl on®, e. g. memory packings, 

 piston and guide rings to supply oil-free compressed air for level control

 ▪ Lightweight design concepts in plastic, e. g. wheel rims, cockpit cross-car beams, 

 front end carriers and polymer-metal structural components for the bodywork

› Lithium-ion batteries and fuel cells

PRODUC T S FOR LITHIUM-ION BAT TERIES

 ▪ Cell contact systems

 ▪ Battery modules

 ▪ Module connectors

 ▪ Pressure equalizing elements

 ▪ Cell housings

 ▪ Plastic battery enclosures

COMPONENT S FOR FUEL CELL S 

 ▪ For PEMFC: bipolar plates, end and media modules, sealing solutions, casings

 ▪ PEMFC stacks



As key components of modern combustion engines, cylinder-head gaskets help to 

ensure that engines run effi ciently, safely and economically. They provide a reliable seal 

for fuel gas, coolants and engine oil. As a load transmission element between crankcase 

and cylinder head, they also have a considerable infl uence on the distribution of forces 

within the entire system and the resulting component deformations. Whether in cars or 

commercial vehicles, our Metalofl ex®  and metal-elastomer cylinder-head gaskets are 

the perfect sealing system for any engine design.

Original Equipment14
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Cylinder-head gaskets. 
Highly effective, reliable and customized to requirements.

4/5-layer Metalofl ex® cylinder-head gasket with partial coating and back-
land support. The safe functioning and reliability of the sealing system are a 
testament to the exceptional interaction between the individual elements.

Metal-elastomer cylinder-head gasket: metal beads seal off the combustion 
chamber, while elastomer profi les seal off the liquid media, ensuring safe 
and reliable functioning even under the toughest of conditions.

ME TALOFLE X® ME TAL L AY ER C Y LINDER-HE AD 

GA SKE T S FOR C ARS AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

ElringKlinger is the world’s leading manufacturer of cylin-

der- head gaskets. This type of gasket is used in all modern 

cars and range extenders through to small and medium-sized 

transporters and commercial vehicles. Engine downsizing, light-

weight designs, selective cylinder deactivation and hybrid tech-

nology are imposing increasing requirements on cylinder-head 

gaskets. Reduced wall thicknesses and lower rigidity of parts 

that are exposed to higher temperatures, as well as increasing 

ignition pressures, call for highly effi cient, customized sealing 

concepts. Metalofl ex® metal layer cylinder-head gaskets consist 

of beaded spring steel layers that may be single- or multi-layer 

depending on application. Their modular structure featuring 

functional components coating, bead and stopper means that 

they can be customized precisely to the specifi c engine.

ME TAL-EL A STOMER C Y LINDER-HE AD GA SKE TS 

FOR COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

This rugged and durable sealing system is used primarily in 

commercial vehicle engines with turbocharging and charge air 

cooling. Even at ignition pressures of up to 290 bar, engines 

rated at more than 2,000 kW and mileages of more than 

1.5 million kilometers, metal-elastomer cylinder-head gaskets 

from ElringKlinger provide an optimum seal. They consist of a 

metal carrier with integrated elastomer profi les. Their super-

lative performance is based on the specifi c distribution of 

sealing pressure in the area of the engine block/cylinder head: 

high sealing pressure in the combustion chamber area, low 

sealing pressure in the fl uid area.

Original Equipment
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Sealing systems. 
Extremely versatile, extremely strong. 

For the various sealing jobs in engine, transmission, exhaust 

gas system and auxiliaries (e. g. compressors or pumps), 

ElringKlinger offers a number of highly effi cient, customized 

product solutions:  Metaloseal®, Volumesoftseal™, Metaloprint®, 

soft material, metal-elastomer and elastomer sealing systems. 

Materials and design are optimally matched to the specifi c 

requirements. The integration of additional functions like heat 

shields, strainers, sensors and pre-assembly elements complete 

the ElringKlinger sealing system range. Close to 140 years of 

experience in sealing technology are the basis for our extensive 

development and manufacturing expertise.

ME TALOSE AL® 

FL AT GA SKE TS AND RING GA SKE TS

Metaloseal® is a highly effective, single- or multi-layer sealing 

system based on coated and uncoated metal carrier materials. 

In “L” type gaskets, metal beads or elastomer lips reduce the 

sealing pressure to a line compression. As a result, higher 

sealing pressures can be achieved at constant bolt force, or 

constant sealing pressures at lower bolt forces. This type of 

sealing system can be used in almost all points of application. 

Our Metaloseal® M metal ring gaskets provide an absolutely 

reliable seal under high mechanical and thermal loads and 

take up a minimum of space.

Metaloseal® L exhaust gas recirculation seal 
with integrated rescue fi lter

Metaloseal® M metal ring gaskets for dynamic applications 
in the high-temperature range

Original Equipment
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VOLUMESOF TSE AL™ 

FL AT GA SKE TS AND SE ALING RINGS

Volumesoftseal™ F fl at gaskets are characterized by high media 

resistance, dimensional stability and reliability. Thanks to the 

unique material properties of mica and graphite in combi-

nation with metal carrier materials, this sealing system can be 

used in a wide range of applications. Mica- or graphite-based 

Volumesoftseal™ V seals offer impressive performance and ther-

mal stability. Due to their lower bolting force requirement, they 

represent an excellent alternative to conventional sealing con-

cepts like spiral wound gaskets.

Volumesoftseal™ V: mica-based volume sealing ring (left) for use in the 
vicinity of the turbocharger at very high temperatures of up to 1,100°C. 
The graphite-based volume sealing ring (right) is the preferred option 
in lightweight fl anges or particularly uneven metal manifolds. In both 
designs a stainless steel carrier provides dimensional stability.

Mica-based Volumesoftseal™ F turbocharger fl at gasket 
with fl ameproof metal enclosure

Original Equipment
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Metal-elastomer gaskets for the crankcase, consisting of various 
metal segments connected via the elastomer sealing lip

Elastomer gaskets for the intake manifold and spark plug sealing

ME TAL-EL A STOMER GA SKE TS

This system for sealing highly stressed components consists of 

a metal carrier with integrated elastomer profi les. It is particu-

larly suitable for load-carrying joints. The elastomer materials 

used are developed and produced in-house by ElringKlinger. 

Key benefi ts at a glance: reliable seal even at low sealing pres-

sures, compensation of larger component tolerances, three-

dimensional shaping, reduced bolt force, reduced number of 

bolts and isolation of components for improved acoustic prop-

erties. Metal-elastomer sealing systems can be used in a wide 

range of sealing applications, for example in oil pans, cam 

covers, heat exchangers or timing cases.

EL A STOMER GA SKE TS

Elastomer gaskets can be used on nearly all engine seal-

ing joints. In load-carrying joints a pressure boundary

fl anged connection has to be created, e. g. using grooves on 

the part or limiters under the bolts. Specifi cally matched pro-

file geometries ensure maximum functionality at very low 

sealing pressures.

Original Equipment
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TR ANSMISSION CONTROL PL ATES

The control plates used to seal off the control unit of auto-

matic and dual-clutch transmissions have to withstand high 

hydraulic pressures and often highly fluctuating thermal 

loads. ElringKlinger offers four different systems depend-

ing on component features and operating parameters: 

Metaloseal®, Metaloprint®, metal/soft material and plastic 

transmission control plates. The standout features are that an 

excellent seal is achieved under all operating conditions and 

it is possible to further enhance drive train effi ciency.

The Topseal™ sealing system from ElringKlinger combines an 

elastomer seal with a topographical metal housing cover. The 

topography is determined by analytical means depending on 

the respective parameters. The result is a homogeneous com-

pression over the entire sealing surface, even in the areas 

between bolts or in the case of large bolt spacing. Topseal™ 

replaces multi-part sealing systems and therefore simplifi es 

handling in the assembly line and helps reduce weight. It 

is used mainly in the engine and transmission, but electri-

cal components can also be protected from environmental 

infl uences. 

Metaloprint® transmission control plate with partial elastomer coating; 
complete and ready-to-install solution

Transmission control plate in thermoplastic PPS with integrated solid 
silicone providing an elastomer sealing function on both sides; this is the 
centerpiece of a pneumatic transmission control module for heavy-duty 
commercial vehicles

Topseal™ low voltage cover with topography (height profi ling in area 
between bolts) and integrated gasket

Original Equipment

Topseal™ housing components. 
Intelligent and efficient.



Engine encapsulation, tightly packed components and minimal 

cooling air fl ows together with catalytic converters and exhaust 

gas turbochargers result in high temperatures in the engine 

compartment, underbody area and exhaust system. At the same 

time, there are a growing number of temperature-sensitive com-

ponents that have to be protected from heat as well as strin-

gent noise protection standards to be met inside and outside 

the vehicle. In its capacity as technology leader and one of the 

world’s major manufacturers of shielding parts, ElringKlinger 

has developed ElroTherm® and ElroCoustic® – offering a range 

of solutions tailored to specifi c fi elds of application. A large 

number of material combinations are possible: a wide range of 

different metals, with and without insulating layers, combined 

with plastic or fi berglass mat.

Original Equipment20
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ElroTherm® SL underbody shield in lightweight design with 
optimized material thickness

ElroCoustic® C OS: highly effective acoustic shielding for vehicle under-
body. The glass-fi ber-reinforced organo sheet in the core increases rigidity 
while at the same time offering low weight and electromagnetic radiation 
permeability.

Shielding systems. 
Optimum temperature and noise 
management in the entire vehicle.

ELROTHERM ® SHIELDING PARTS

ElringKlinger offers customized, highly efficient shielding 

systems for temperature and acoustic management in the 

entire vehicle. There are a total of ten ElroTherm® options 

to choose from, depending on the requirements for heat 

and noise protection and design preferences. For example, 

ElroTherm®-Light and ElroTherm®-D lightweight designs are 

the preferred option for exhaust gas systems, underbodies 

and near-engine protection systems. Various additional func-

tions, such as seals, cable clips, fi xing and joining elements, 

can be integrated, making the best possible use of the limited 

installation space due to tightly packed components.

ELROCOUSTIC® SHIELDING PARTS

Because noise is regarded as a stress factor, vehicles are being 

designed to be even quieter. The thresholds for traffi c and driv-

ing noise are being lowered successively, while the reduction 

of noise inside the vehicle is also a major factor. The require-

ment is for space-saving, light and multifunctional noise shield-

ing systems that can be optimally integrated into the vehicle 

concept. ElroCoustic® from ElringKlinger is making an active 

contribution to improved environmental protection and driving 

comfort. It is used mainly for underbody protection and engine 

encapsulation, for tail diffusors and covers of all kinds (e. g. 

trunk covers and wheel arch liners).

Original Equipment



Lightweight plastic components. 
Multi-functional, durable, efficient.

Whether it is used for cam cover modules, oil pan modules or 

cockpit cross-car beams – for ElringKlinger, intelligent light-

weight construction means using lighter materials, such as 

glass-fi ber-reinforced plastics, thermoplastics, thermosetting 

polymers, organo sheets (continuous fi ber-reinforced or fabric-

reinforced thermoplastics) and aluminum, in combination with 

state-of-the-art production processes. This goes hand in hand 

with composite design, or design optimizations, the integration 

of several functions in one component and the reduction of the 

overall number of parts. Plastic modules and components from 

ElringKlinger are tailored precisely to the respective require-

ments for media, temperature, rigidity, acoustic behavior and 

appearance for cars and commercial vehicles.

state-of-the-art production processes. This goes hand in hand 

with composite design, or design optimizations, the integration 

of several functions in one component and the reduction of the 

overall number of parts. Plastic modules and components from 

ElringKlinger are tailored precisely to the respective require-

ments for media, temperature, rigidity, acoustic behavior and 

appearance for cars and commercial vehicles.

Original Equipment22
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Plastic cam cover module with extra integrated functions like 
crankcase ventilation, sealing technology and fi xing elements

A front-end carrier also supports the charge air cooler, headlight modules, 
horn and distance radar module

LIGHT WEIGHT PL A STIC COMPONENTS

FOR THE DRIVE TR AIN

Lightweight construction is well established at ElringKlinger. 

Serial production of the fi rst plastic cam cover started as far 

back as the 1990s, and in the meantime we are producing about 

10 million units every year worldwide. As well as being used in 

cars, plastics – mainly short glass-fi ber-reinforced polyamides – 

are now also gaining ground in commercial vehicles. Ready-to-

install plastic housing modules with complete sealing and fi xing 

technology and other functions not only save weight and ma-

terial but also cut development times and costs. 

Our product solutions for the drive train include cam covers, 

oil separation modules, oil separation systems, cam frames, 

charge air ducts and intake air manifolds, resonators/EGR 

mixers, engine oil pan modules, oil intake modules, oil tanks, 

engine front and rear covers and transmission modules.

LIGHT WEIGHT PL A STIC COMPONENTS 

FOR C AR BODY

We systematically deploy our comprehensive expertise in ma-

terials, processes and fabrication to allow us to also offer cus-

tomized lightweight components for the vehicle body. These 

include cockpit cross-car beams and front end carriers made of 

polymer-metal hybrids, engine and transmission mounts in glass-

fi ber-reinforced thermoplastics and structural components 

based on organo sheets. 

In lightweight hybrid construction, an ideal material combina-

tion and connecting technology are crucial. These components 

are produced in a world-leading manufacturing process that 

combines hydroforming and injection molding in just one pro-

cess step known as hydroforming hybrid technology.

Cockpit cross-car beams made with the help of hydroforming hybrid 
technology: the intelligent combination of plastic and metal

Original Equipment



Our subsidiary Hug Engineering AG specializes in the development and production of 

exhaust gas purification systems for mobile and stationary combustion engines. Hug is 

regarded as a world leader in diesel particulate filters and catalytic exhaust gas after-

treatment. mobiclean® R is used in commercial vehicles, but also in construction and 

agricultural machinery, for example. This round filter for engines up to 650 kW is offered 

with an active or passive regeneration system and reduce soot particles efficiently and 

cost-effectively by up to 99.9 percent. Thanks to the Cleancoat™ coating, a special heavy 

and precious metal free coating developed with our partner NANO-X GmbH, complete 

soot burn-off in the particulate filter takes place at temperatures of as low as 320°C.

Diesel particulate filter system mobiclean® R with oxidation catalyst 
for commercial vehicles and off-road applications

Exhaust aftertreatment systems 
for commercial vehicles. 
The clean solution.

Original Equipment24
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Front cover with integral PTFE sealing lip and 
Metaloseal® gasket to seal a belt drive unit

Products made of high-performance plastics. 
Millions of units in serial production worldwide.

 ▪ Engine: Gaskets, sealing rings, slide rings, 

 complete pistons

 ▪ Headlights: memory packings, pressure equalizing 

 elements

 ▪ Steering: airbag components, hose elements, 

 protective caps

 ▪ Safety technology/brakes: support and guide rings

 ▪ Chassis/shock absorbers/wheels: seal and guide 

 elements, piston rings, memory packings, guide rings, 

 slide bearings, special seals

 ▪ Exhaust gas/catalytic converter technology: molded

 tubes, cable ducts, spring-loaded seals, valve fl aps

Our subsidiary ElringKlinger Kunststofftechnik GmbH offers 

innovative, precisely tailored seals and structural components 

in PTFE, PTFE compounds, PEEK and Moldfl on® for various 

industrial sectors, but especially for the automotive market. 

Millions of our components made of high-performance plas-

tics are in serial production throughout the international auto-

mobile market. They operate safely and reliably even at high 

temperatures and pressures and in the case of friction and 

aggressive media, while their enhanced functions help reduce 

weight and save costs.

Original Equipment



E-mobility and battery technology. 
The future is now.

Efficient power storage is regarded as a key technology 

for a viable electric vehicle. The main goals are to achieve 

maximum output and charging capacity, absolutely safe 

current feed and at the same time as low a weight as pos-

sible. ElringKlinger is actively involved in shaping the world 

of e-mobility. For several years now we have been produc-

ing innovative cell contact systems and module connectors for 

various hybrid and battery-powered electric vehicle models in 

serial production. 

We are equally committed to pushing ahead with the develop-

ment of other commercially viable components for lithium-ion 

batteries and to continuously optimizing our processes. 

Choice of material, design and bonding of components are 

being tailored specifi cally to our customers’ requirements. In 

addition, ElringKlinger also offers end-to-end solutions, for 

example a 48V module. These modules can be connected to 

create a high-voltage storage device. 

Our purpose-built e-mobility development center accommo-

dates all necessary testing and validation facilities under one 

roof. Whether you need mechanical, electrical or chemical 

validation testing, we offer expertise in all processes and 

offer our customers the very best conditions, even for small 

batch production.

In entering into a strategic partnership with engineering com-

pany Hofer Powertrain, Nürtingen, in 2017, ElringKlinger has 

expanded its activities in the area of e-mobility. Hofer is widely 

acknowledged as a specialist in the fi eld of electric drive tech-

nology. Drawing on this additional expertise, we are able to 

support our customers in their efforts to implement pioneer-

ing drive concepts – even faster and more extensively than in 

the past.

26 Original Equipment
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Reliability from a single source: 
components for lithium-ion energy storage systems from ElringKlinger

CELL CONTACT 
SYSTEM

PLASTIC BATTERY 
ENCLOSURES

BATTERY MODULE MODULE 
CONNECTORS

PRESSURE 
EQUALIZING ELEMENT

CELL CASING
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PEMFC stack with media module produced by ElringKlinger

The fuel cell – a genuine all-rounder. 
The energy converter of the future.

As a technology Group, ElringKlinger always has its fi nger on 

the pulse. We have long-standing experience and the nec-

essary expertise in engineering and production to be able to 

provide our customers with excellent all-round support from 

prototype building to serial production. We offer both complete 

stacks and important components such as casings and end/

media modules for industrial applications and the automotive 

sector – tailored precisely to the respective customer system. 

A PEMFC is a low-temperature fuel that converts chemical 

energy into electrical energy with the help of hydrogen and 

oxygen. Due to its high power density, it can also be deployed 

to great effect within the vehicle industry. PEMFC stacks pro-

duced by ElringKlinger have achieved outstanding results with 

regard to performance and durability as part of both fi eld and 

test stand assessments. Spanning several years, a fi eld test for 

forklifts powered by fuel cells, for instance, has delivered com-

pelling data concerning the high quality of our components. 

Other conceivable fi elds of application include the market 

for light commercial vehicles. A production line for small-

batch manufacturing commenced operations at the beginning 

of 2017.

Original Equipment
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Engine development services. 
The fast and effective route to series production.

Our subsidiary ElringKlinger Motortechnik GmbH offers car mak-

ers and automotive suppliers development and testing services to 

optimize engines and exhaust gas aftertreatment systems. State-

of-the-art dynamic test benches simulate all test environments, 

non-stationary driving conditions and also extreme situations – 

from engine cold start optimization through durability testing to 

engine management optimization – to ensure maximum safety 

and efficiency. Whether the vehicle is powered by a combustion 

engine, electric or hybrid drive system, by undertaking all the 

necessary planning and conducting the analysis, ElringKlinger 

Motortechnik helps shorten development cycles.

 ▪ Development of systems for exhaust gas aftertreatment

 (catalytic converters, diesel particulate filters, SCR systems)

 ▪ Application of engine management systems

 ▪ Engine mapping in simulated, non-stationary driving cycles

 ▪ Optimization of fuel consumption and emission behavior

 ▪ Certifications for the German Motor Transport Authority

 ▪ Mechanical systems development and durability testing

Original Equipment
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To be able to manufacture cutting-edge products, you need to 

stay one step ahead with your tooling technology. This is one of 

ElringKlinger’s core areas of expertise: we design and build all 

tools used in our own tool shop. In addition, we can also draw 

on the expertise of Hummel-Formen, a specialist in plastic 

injection molding and the processing of fiber composites; this 

company has been part of the ElringKlinger Group for several 

years now. One of Hummel-Formen’s particular strengths is 

the realization of complex geometries and technically sophisti-

cated product solutions, as well as the efficient application and 

ongoing refinement of new technologies. The range of prod-

ucts and services offered by the broadly based system vendor 

includes, for example, injection molds for plastic components 

with a shot weight of 20 grams to 120 kilograms, SMC and GMT 

press molds and hybrid tools for various material combinations.

Tooling technology. 
System expertise that gives us the edge.

Original Equipment
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Elring spare parts for 
cars and commercial vehicles. 
Good experience.

For the professional maintenance of engines, transmission sys-

tems, exhaust gas systems and auxiliaries, our internationally 

renowned “Elring – Das Original” brand offers a comprehensive 

range of gaskets, gaskets set, sealing compounds and service 

parts. We supply the independent aftermarket in more than  

140 countries. Elring stands for premium quality, functional  

reliability, fast availability and an efficient service concept. 

Trading partners and auto repair workshops receive active 

assistance and support in the form of an Elring online catalog,  

hands-on installation videos, technical documentation, exploded-  

view drawings, a Sealing Compound Wizard, newsletters, 

extensive training programs, and the online "Elring Academy" 

service. This is complemented by an online portal in 11 lan-

guages and an Elring hotline service, which provides expert 

assistance whenever it is needed.

Elring spare parts
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Non-automotive sector. 
Broadly based success.

ElringKlinger is also on course for growth in the non-auto-

motive sector, for example with end-to-end systems for reli-

able sealing of a wide range of flanges in plant engineering 

as well as in large engines, turbines and special-purpose 

machinery. There are also additional fields of application for 

our thermal and acoustic shielding systems, for example in 

household appliances. Our components made of high-perfor-

mance plastics are being used successfully in medical and 

laboratory technology, the chemical industry, machine and 

process equipment construction and in foodstuff technology. 

In ocean-going yachts, construction machinery, locomotives,  

power stations or greenhouse systems, the exhaust aftertreat-

ment systems of ElringKlinger subsidiary Hug Engineering  

are setting benchmarks. In the field of fuel cell systems, the 

ElringKlinger Group is also offering cutting-edge solutions. 

Our battery components and high-voltage storage systems 

can be used in the non-automotive sector as energy storage 

for mobile and stationary applications. We are continuing to 

evolve worldwide, over and beyond our core areas of expertise.
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Taking plastics to the next level. 
From standard products to special solutions.

Our subsidiary ElringKlinger Kunststofftechnik develops and 

produces cost-effective solutions in high-performance plas-

tics, mainly PTFE, PTFE compounds, PEEK and Moldflon®, 

for a wide range of industrial sectors. Its extensive range of 

high-quality standard products includes spring-loaded seals, 

rotary shaft seals, slide bearings, bellows, hoses, laminates and 

semi-finished products. The company also realizes complex, 

individually developed plastic components for a wide range 

of applications, such as two-component seals and dual piston 

pumps. ElringKlinger Kunststofftechnik combines state-of-the-

art production technologies with unique expertise in materials 

and more than 50 years of experience.

Non-automotive

 ▪ Chemical engineering and process equipment: 

 specifically tailored chemical resistance

 ▪ Medical technology: safe materials approved for 

 medical applications

 ▪ Electrical engineering: excellent insulating and dielectric

 properties allow plenty of design scope

 ▪ Mechanical engineering: optimum gliding properties and

 wear reduction for sophisticated design solutions

 ▪ Food technology: foodstuff-neutral and media resistant, 

 meets stringent hygiene standards
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Seals and shielding systems 
for various industrial sectors. 
Wide range of applications.

Non-automotive

ElringKlinger products are also being used outside the traditional automotive indus-

try, providing the basis for effective, safe and efficient solutions in various fields. We 

offer customized seals and standardized systems for special-purpose machinery, plant, 

turbines and large engines. For example, our metal-elastomer cylinder-head gaskets 

are preventing leaks in mining vehicles, ships or power plant drive systems of up to 

10,000 kW, while our Volumesoftseal™ flat gaskets ensure a reliable and durable seal 

in standard flanged connections, e. g. at petrochemical plants. 

ElroTherm® shielding components are also being used in household appliances, 

helping to reduce energy consumption and thus increase efficiency in ovens, heat-

ing equipment, etc. ElroTherm® Light Acoustic, for example, is providing protection 

against electromagnetic waves in microwave ovens. In addition, we offer special 

shielding solutions against heat and noise for air conditioners, heat pumps, small 

power plants and other applications.



Hug exhaust 
aftertreatment systems. 
Setting standards worldwide.

Our subsidiary Hug Engineering AG is one of the leading  

manufacturers of exhaust aftertreatment systems for diesel 

and gas engines in stationary or mobile applications. These 

include ships, construction machinery, locomotives, power 

stations and greenhouse systems. Expertise from a single 

source: all key components like ceramic substrates, catalytic 

coatings and housings and instrumentation and control sys-

tems are developed, designed and produced in-house at the 

company’s headquarters in Elsau, Switzerland. Exhaust after-

treatment systems from Hug make a considerable contribution 

towards reducing particulate and exhaust gas emissions  

worldwide.

36 Non-automotive

 ▪ mobiclean®: rail applications

 ▪ mobiclean® R: commercial vehicles and off-road segment

 ▪ nauticlean®: yachts, inland waterway vessels

 ▪ clean4marine®: ocean-going vessels and tankers

 ▪ combikat®: engine cogeneration plants and other 

 stationary applications

 ▪ COdiNOx®: greenhouse systems
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Power and heat from fuel cells. 
Efficient, quiet and environmentally compatible.

 ▪ Polymer electrolyte fuel cell stacks (PEMFC) for industrial applications

 ▪ Sealing solutions for direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC) for mobile 

 and portable applications

 ▪ Components and stacks for high-temperature electrolyzers (SOEC) for storing

 surplus energy from photovoltaic or wind power plants in the form of 

 chemical energy

As energy producers, fuel cells offer the benefits of minimal noise and exhaust gas 

emissions combined with high efficiencies – and not just for the automobile industry 

(cf. page 28) but for a large number of applications. ElringKlinger made a point of com-

mitting itself to this segment of the market at an early stage and has established itself as 

a pioneer in this field over the last two decades.

Since 2014, new enerday GmbH has been part of the ElringKlinger Group. The company 

develops and produces electricity generators, which can be used wherever there is no 

electricity network and/or a mobile supply is necessary, for example on yachts, building 

sites or remote holiday homes. 

PEM fuel cell technology is suitable for all applications in which a higher electrical 

efficiency is required and where pure hydrogen is also available. Due to its high power 

density, it can also be integrated to advantage in industrial applications where space  

is limited.

Non-automotive
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W W W.ELRINGKLINGER .COM

WHAT IS THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND OUR COMPAN Y ’S SUCCESS? 

OUR PEOPLE .

The competitive strength of ElringKlinger is based on innovative products and services, 

distinctive customer focus and highly streamlined cost structures. Above all, however, 

we believe that our team of more than 9,000 employees at 49 locations around the  

globe is the crucial factor to our success. Thanks to the know-how, creativity, loyalty  

and commitment of our workforce, ElringKlinger has evolved to become one of the 

world’s leading technology groups and is set to grow even more. 

Our corporate culture is characterized by open and active communication, flat hier-

archies and collaborative partnership in international teams. ElringKlinger employees 

benefit from attractive training and professional and personal development opportu-

nities, performance-related remuneration and flexible working time models. Our goal is 

to shape the future – together.

move. 
Making 

things
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